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1. INTRODUCTION 
In their book Locally Finite Groups, 0. H. Kegel and B. A. F. Wehrfritz 
raised the following question (Question V.1, [3]): Let G be a locally finite group 
and let i be an involution of G with Cernikov centralizer. Does G have a locally 
soluble subgroup of finite index? In the same book it has been shown that the 
answer to this question is affirmative if in addition G is a Min-p group for all 
primes p. Leter &mkov in [5] showed that the same is true for G if the involution 
i has finite centralizer in G. More recently, %&ro and &mkov in [4] have 
established that if every involution of G has Cernikov centralizer in G then G 
has a locally soluble subgroup of finite index. The objective of this note is to 
reduce the problem of Kegel and Wehrfritz to the case when G has a finite 
Sylow 2-subgroup. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a locally jkite Min-2 group with an injinite Sylow 
2-subgroup S. If Cs(So) contains an elementary abelian subgroup E of order four 
such that the centralizer of every involution of E is 2-fine, then G is 2-&e. (This 
generalizes Theorem B of [l] .) 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a locallyjnitegroup with an infinite Sylow 2-subgroup S. 
If S contains an involution i with &rnihov centralizer in G, then G is 2-@e. 
The group G in the above theorem is actually a Min-2 group by 3.2 Corollary 
of [3]. Theorem 2 reduces the problem of Kegel and Wehrfritz to the case of 
finite Sylow 2-subgroups. Indeed, by Theorem 2 G is 2-fine, that is (OG) Tr 4 G, 
where E’ is a maximal divisible 2-subgroup of G. First suppose that OG = <l). 
Then, V 4 G and H = C,(V) have finite index in G. But by 3.15 Lemma of 
[3] H’ n V is finite, so if M denotes the inverse image in H of the maximal 
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2’-subgroup of H/H’ then 1 H : MV 1 < cc and M has finite Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Also, then M(i) has finite Sylow 2-subgroups. Since I G : MV 1 is finite G will 
have a locally soluble subgroup of finite index if M(i) has. If OG f (1) then we 
may pass on to G/OG and repeat the same argument there. 
The notation and terminology used throughout may be found in [l]. Only 
two new definitions are introduced here. The first one has been suggested by 
J. S. Wilson. 
A group is called 2-fine if GjOG has a unique maximal divisible 2-subgroup. 
An elementary abelian 2-subgroup A of order at least four of G is said to be 
of type E in G if the centralizer in G of every involution of A is 2-fine. 
In the remaining part of this note G always denotes a locally finite group with 
Min-2, and S denotes an infinite Sylow 2-subgroup of G (in the sense of 
Wehrfritz). For simplicity So is denoted by V. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
LEMMA 1. If V(,) is strongly closed in G for every n > 1, then G is 2-fine. 
Proof. It suffices to show that (OG)V(,) Q G for every n 3 1. We use 
induction on n. If n = 1, then (OG)V(,) 4 G by hypothesis and Theorem A 
of [l]. Suppose now that (OG) V(,) 4 G for some n > 1. Clearly, if 
L = No( V(,,) then (0G)L = G. Let K = Co( Vt,,) and lif = K/V(,) . Then, 
v -- cn+r) - (V)(,) and also vcn+r) is strongly closed in R by hypothesis. Therefore -- 
(OK)Vc,+,, 4 R as above. Now if M denotes the inverse image of Off in K, 
then MV(,+,, Q K. But also M = (OM) x V(,, = (OK) x Vtn, since V,) is 
the unique maximal 2-subgroup of M contained in its centre. Substituting this 
in the expression for K yields that (OK) V tn+r) u K. Moreover since V C K u L, 
any two conjugates of Vtn+,) in L are conjugate in K. This implies that 
(OL)VC~+~) 4 L and substituting this in the expression for G yields that 
(OG)V(,+,, 4 G, which completes the induction and the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. (i) If V C Z(S), then G is 2-Jine. 
(ii) IfH 4 GundS n Hisfinite, then(OH)V 4 HV. 
Proof. First we prove (i). By Lemma 1 it suffices to show that I’(,,) is strongly 
closed in G for every n > 1. Thus, let s E V(,, and x E G such that P E S. Then, 
V and Vz are both contained in C,(P) by hypothesis. So by Lemma 3.3 of [1], 
there exists c E C,(P) such that I’$) = Vtn) and hence E = P E V since 
s5 E Vs. Thus sx E Vcn) since O(P) < 2”. 
Next we prove (ii). Let R = (H n S)V. Then R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of HV 
and I’ normalizes S n H. But since S n H is finite and V is divisible, I’ cen- 
tralizes it. Thus V _C Z(R) and so the proof follows from (i). 
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LEMMA 2. Let V be locally cyclic and z be its involution. If M is a jinite normal 
subgroup of G und e = G/M then C&Z) = C,(z). 
Proof. Trivial. 
LEMMA 3. Let V be locally cyclic and let z be its unique involution. Suppose 
that zz E S\C,( V) f or some x E G. Let B be an abelian subgroup of C,( V) which is of 
maximal order subject o the following conditions: B n V = (l), B(z) c~ S and B 
centralizes an infinite 2-subgroup of C,(z”). Then, C,(B) n C,(V) = BV. 
Proof. The existence of such a subgroup B is clear. Let R = C,(B) and 
assume if possible that BV C C,(V). Th en suppose that S is chosen in NG(V) 
so that R is as large as possible. Evidently, R = C,(B(z)) and C,(V) are normal 
in S since B(z) and V are normal in S. Hence C,( V) = R n C,(V) is normal in S. 
Thus since C,(V) # BV by assumption, Z(S/BV) n C,( V)/BV # (1) and so it 
contains an involution y(BV), say. But the abelian subgroup (y)BV is a direct 
product B, x V for some finite subgroup B, containing B since V is a maximal 
divisible subgroup of it. Therefore y can be chosen such that y E B, and y2 E B. 
Let K = C,(B). First we show that R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Let U be 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of K such that z E U”. By 3.8 Lemma of [3], it needs only to 
be shown that ] U : U” 1 < / R : V ( since V C R. Let L = N,(B(z)). Then, U 
and S are contained in L, in particular S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. Let F be a 
finite subgroup of U such that U = FUO. Let 1 F 1 = 2’ and 1 S : V 1 = 2”. 
(B, z, F, Up,,,,) c Sa for some a EL. Thus Uyr, C Va in fact Up,, = V;l,, . 
Hence, IFP: VaI = IF:Fn V@l = JF:Fn V;l,., I = IF:Fn U&, 1 = 
1 U : U” I. On the other hand (FP’a)a-’ = FaelV C S and it centralizes B since 
V C K and F C C,(B(z)) 4 L. Therefore Fa-’ B C R and so 
1 U: U”] = IFP: PI = IF”-IV: VI < IR: VI, as asserted. 
-- 
Now let R = K/B. By the choice of y, yv E Z(R/V) n C,( V)/V and 9 is an 
involution. Furthermore K contains together with V an infinite 2-subgroup of 
C,(XP) by hypothesis. Therefore x and ZP are conjugate in K then the same thing 
holds for z and F in K. Thus the proof of Lemma 4.1 of [I] applied to this case 
shows that 2 commutes with 7, and then P commutes with y by Lemma 2. 
Thus it follows that B, = (B, y) C CG(xz). Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(P) which contains B,(z). If M = B,(z) n C,(TO) then ( B,(z) : M I = 2 
since z $ C,(TO). Also, z $ B, since B, n V = (1). Hence M(z) = B,(z) Q S 
andIMI=lB,I>IBI.Also, 
M n V C B,(z) n V = (B, n V)(Z) = (z), 
so M n V = (1) since z 4 M. Thus we see that M satisfies all the conditions 
that B satisfies and ( M I > I B I. This is a contradiction to the choice of B. 
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LEMMA 4. Let V be locally cyclic and let z be the involution of V. Suppose 
that Cs( V)\ V contains an involution w such that the centralizer of any involution of 
Cs( V) commuting with w is 2-&e then G is 2-f&e. 
Proof. By Theorem A of [l], it suffices to show that (z) is strongly closed in 
G. So, suppose if possible that z” E S\C,( V) for some x E G. Let B be an abelian 
subgroup of C,(V) which is of maximal order subject to the conditions that 
B(z) 4 S, B n V = (1) and B centralizes an infinite 2-subgroup of C,(P). 
Then C,(B) n C,(V) = BV by Lemma 3. 
Suppose if possible that w centralizes an involution b of B. Let Y = Co(b). 
By hypothesis (OY) V 4 Y. Also, there exists an infinite divisible 2-subgroup 
W of C” which is contained in Y. Then, zx E WC (0Y)V. But since (z”, V) is a 
2-subgroup this forces that z” E V and z” = z which is impossible by the choice 
of z”. Thus in particular BU # B and B n B” = (l), since w is an involution. 
But since B(z) 4 S, B” C B(z) and so BB” = B(z). Therefore 
Hence B = (b) for some involution b. (B # (1) by Lemma 4.1 of [l].) 
Let R = C,(b). Since (b, z) 4 S and b” # b it follows that 1 S : R ( = 2 and 
bw = bz. Furthermore P E R and C,(V) = (b)V by definition of B. This 
implies that if R = R/(b), then CR(~) = 7 and so R is a locally dihedral - 
2-group since 2 E R\V. Furthermore zxw E R since R 4 S. Then % = .P 
for some v E V by 1.1.3 Lemma of [3]. This implies that either zzW = zxv or 
zxw = zzVb. First suppose that the second equality holds. Since Co(b) contains V 
and an infinite 2-subgroup of C”, z” = zc for some c E Co(b). Hence zzW = 
pyb = (,&)c” = b”“” which is impossible since Co(b) is 2-fine. Next, suppose 
that the first equality holds. Then VW E Cr. If w E Cz, then bw E C” since b 
centralizes P. Hence (bw)2 = b(b”) = bbz = z centralizes an infinite 2-subgroup 
of Cz which is impossible since P # z. This implies that v2 # 1. But since 
(VW)” = v2 centralizes an infinite 2-subgroup of 19 and z E (v2) we get another 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 5. Let (Y, n) be the 2-&e of G. Suppose that S contains a finite sub- 
group W such that any subgroup of G which contains Wand has smaller 2-size than 
(r, n) is 2-fine. Then if Y is any subgroup of V of order greater than n+‘+l and 
normalized by Wits centralizer is 2-@se. 
Proof. Let K = Co(Y). Since V c K the 2-size of K is (Y, n,) for some 
number nr < n and n;+’ < n’+i < I Y /. Hence K’ n Y # Y by 3.15 Lemma 
of [3] and so the 2-size of K’ is less than the 2-size of K. If every 2-subgroup of K 
is finite then (OK’) V (I K’V by Corollary l(ii) which gives that (OK) V 4 K 
since (0K’)V char K. So, suppose that K’ has infinite 2-subgroups. Clearly, 
K’ W is a subgroup of K W since K’ char K and K is normalized by W by hypo- 
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thesis. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K’ W. Now since K’ W has smaller 2-size 
than KW, O(K’W)RO 4 K’W by induction hypothesis. Hence it follows that 
(0K’)RO char K’ 4 K which implies that (OK)RO c K. Let R = K/OK and 
B = CR(F). By 3.15 Lemma of [3] B’ n lie is finite, and then the maximal 
2-subgroup B’ n Z? of B’ is finite. Hence (OB’)v u B’V by Corollary l(ii). 
But since (OB’)v char B Q R and OB’ c Oif = (I) it follows that Y 4 fc. 
Now taking the inverse images of this last expression, we get that (0K)V c K, 
which was to be shown. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that G is a Min-2 group of minimal 2-size which 
does not satisfy the theorem. First suppose that V is locally cyclic and let z be 
its unique involution. 
First assume that C = C,(z) is 2-fine. Then F =-- (E, z/ is of type E in G. 
For, let a E F\E u {z} and K = C,(a). Let R -= K!(a). Since a $ C’C K, R 
has smaller 2-size than K and also E is of type E in K. Therefore K and hence 
also K is 2-fine by induction hypothesis. Now let e be an involution of E such that 
e -/- z. Then D == (e, Z) is of type E in G. Let y be an involution of C,( I;) such 
that ey == ye. Let L = C,(y). Then D CL. We claim that L is 2-fine. If y E D 
then L is 2-fine since D 5 F. But if not, then f, y L/(y) has smaller 2-size 
than L and D is of type E in L. Therefore E and hence also L are 2-fine by 
induction hypothesis. But now by Lemma 4 G must be 2-fine which is a 
contradiction. 
So, to complete the proof of this case it suffices to show that C is 2-fine. If this 
is false then by Lemma I there exists z’ E V and s E G such that 7~~ E S:C,( V) 
for some x E C. But now if y E V with y* = z, then + inverts y and so M .-= 
C,(y) has smaller 2-s& than C and also E c M. Therefore M is 2-fine by 
induction hypothesis. Now, let % = C/(z). Then f is the involution of V and 
Cc( 7) is 2-fine since M is. But now if the argument used on G when C was 2-fine 
is repeated here it shows that c? is 2-fine which implies that C is 2-fine. 
Next, suppose that V is not locally cyclic. Since G is not 2-fine, there exists an 
involution t, of V such that C, = C,(t,) is not 2-fine by Corollary B.1 of [I]. 
Clearly, EC C, since E C Cs( V). Let c, =: C,/(t, j. Since C, is not 2-fine, 
again there exists an involution t, of v such that Cc,(i,) is not 2-fine. Let X be the 
inverse image of this centralizer in C, . If C, z= C,-Jt, , t2), then C, is not 2-fine 
since ) X: C, / is finite. Also, E c C, . Let (Y, n) be the 2-size of G and choose 
m = f’l . Continuing the above process m times, we obtain a subgroup C,, = 
Cc,@, ,..., t,) such that 
EC C,, ‘(tl ,..., i,,)! > 2” > m = n’-’ 
but C,,, is not 2-fine. This contradicts Lemma 5, so the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
LEMMA 6. If every countable subgroup of G containing S is 2&e, then G is 
2-Jine. 
Proof. We must show that (0G)V Q G which is equivalent to showing that 
(OG)V(,, 4 G, for every n > 1. To verify the last relation it suffices to show 
that for any finite subgroup X of G containing Vtn) , [X, V(,,] C (OG)Vt,, . 
First, let K be a countable subgroup of G such that X, SC K. Then, 
(0K)V 4 K by hypothesis and so in particular (OK)Vc,, u K, which implies 
that (OX)V(,, 4 X since I/(%) C X. On the other hand, by l.B.9 Proposition 
and the comments following it in [3], there exists a finite subgroup Y of G such 
that X_C Y and (OG) n X = (OY) r\ X. Also, (OY)V(,, Q Y since Vcn) C Y. 
Hence, PC Vd C ((OY)vd n X = ((OY) n X)VW = ((OG) n WV(,) C 
(OG) Vcn) as asserted. 
LEMMA 7. Let G be countable. Suppose that S contains an involution w and a 
maximal subgroup M which does not contain any conjugate of w in G. Then G has a 
normal subgroup H such that S n H = M and ) G : H 1 = 2. 
Proof. Since G is countable it can be expressed as G = urzlFi such that 
j Fi / < 00 and w E Fi c F,+l for every i >, 1. Then by 1 .D.3 Proposition of [3] 
G has a Sylow Z-subgroup R such that R n Fi = Ri is a Sylow Z-subgroup of Fi 
for every i 3 1. Since R contains a conjugate of every finite subgroup of S, 
if in 3.6 Lemma of [3] “isomorphic copy” is replaced by “conjugate” then it 
gives an isomorphism f of S onto R whose action on finite subgroups is given 
by conjugation. Thus iff (M) = Nth enw”$NforeveryxEGandjR:iVl=Z. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that w E R. Then w E Ri for every 
i > 1. 
LetN,=NnR,foreveryi>l.Then /Ri:Nij=2 andw”$N,for 
every x E Fi . So by Lemma 5.36 of [6] the kernel of the transfer mapping of Fi 
onto RJN, has index two in F and excludes w. Let Fr be the set of all normal 
subgroups X of Fi such that w 4 X, Ni C X and j Fi : X 1 = 2. Ff # m by the 
above observation. Now an easy inverse limit argument shows that G has a 
normal subgroup H such that w + H, NC H and j G : H / = 2. Since N contains 
a conjugate of every finite subgroup of M by definition off, it follows that 
MCH. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that G is a counter-example to the theorem. 
Since G is a Min-2 group by 3.2 Corollary of [3], we may assume that G is a 
counter-example of minimal 2-size. 
First suppose that the centralizer of every involution of C,(V) commuting with 
i is 2-fine. We obtain a contradiction in a series of steps. Let rank (V) = r(V). 
(a) r(V) < 2. 
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Proof. If r(V) > 2, then i centralizers an elementary four subgroup lJ of V. 
But since U is of type E in G, then G must be 2-fine by Theorem 1 which is a 
contradiction. 
(b) ig 6 C,(V), for every g E G. 
Proof. Assume if possible that i E C,(V). If r(V) = 2, then Vh) is of type E 
which gives a contradiction by Theorem 1. Therefore r(V) = 1, that is, V is 
locally cyclic. Let z be the involution of V. If i # z, then (i, z) is of type E in G 
as can be shown by using induction hypothesis (ix $ V) which is a contradiction 
as before. So, suppose that i = z. Then the centralizer of every involution of 
C,(V) is 2-fine and so G satisfies Theorem B of [l]. But since C,(i) is a Cernikov 
group this forces G to be 2-fine which is impossible. 
Next suppose that j = ig E C,(V) f or some is # i. Let z be an involution of 
V n Z(S). If j # z, then (j, z) is of type E in G as above which is a contra- 
diction by Theorem 1. So, suppose that j = z. Let e be an involution of C,(V)\ V 
and Y = C,(e). If Y is not 2-fine then Sa C Y for some a E G by induction 
hypothesis and Lemma 3.3 of [l]. Then since eael E Z(S), i E Yam’ and so Yam’ 
is 2-fine which implies that Y is 2-fine. But then Theorem B of [l] gives a contra- 
diction. 
(c) r(V) = 2. 
Proof. If V is locally cyclic then 1 S : C,( V)( = 2 and C,(V) does not 
contain any conjugate of i in G by (b). Hence, if K is any countable subgroup of G 
such that SC K, then it contains a normal subgroup H such that S n H = C,(V) 
and 1 K : H I = 2 by Lemma 7. But also H is 2-fine by Corollary 1 since C,(V) is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, so it follows that K is 2-tine. But then G is 24ine by 
Lemma 6 which is a contradiction. 
(d) C,( V) = V. 
Proof. Assume not. Then there exists an involution y of C,(V)\ V such that 
yV E Z(S/V) and so (y, V) Q S. But since y centralizes V it follows that 
<y, Vu,) Q S. Since this elementary subgroup has order eight by (c), i centralizes 
a four subgroup of it which gives a contradiction as before. 
(e) If T is an in$nite locally cyclic subgroup of V, then 
1 C,(T) : V 1 < 2. 
Proof. Suppose that C,(T) # V. Let A = C,(T). Then A’ n T is finite by 
3.15 Lemma of [3]. Also, A’ must be infinite since otherwise V C Z(A) which is 
impossible by (d). Thus, it follows that (A’)O is infinite locally cyclic and normal 
in A. Hence 1 A : C,((A’)O)I < 2. But since C,,,((A’)O) = C,(V) = V by (d), 
it follows that ) A : V 1 < 2. 
Now let Vu) = (z, w) and z E Z(S). Let C = Co(z). Clearly, (z, w) is not 
centralised by i. Hence 2 = C,(i)O is infinite and locally cyclic by 3.35 Lemma of 
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[3]. Also, wi = wz and so z cannot be conjugate to any element of (z, w)l,(z’,~ 
in G. In particular, i”’ = iz. Next suppose that g E No(C). Then zQ E I/r C C. 
Since also z E Vg by Lemma 3.3 of [l], it follows that zg = z and C is self- 
normalizing in G. 
(f) If Cx # C for some x E G, then i + Cx. 
Proof. Assume that i E C” and let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C” which 
contains i. Clearly C’,,(i) is infinite locally cyclic by the above observation, and 
its unique involution is zZ. But since C,(i) is a Cernikov subgroup it has a unique 
maximal divisible 2-subgroup and this subgroup must be locally cyclic by the 
observation following (d). Th ere ore, f C,,(i) = 2 and so .z” = z. But this is 
impossible since C” # C by hypothesis. 
First, suppose that H = (zZ / x E G) C C. Let T be the maximal elementary 
abelian 2-subgroup of Z(H). Then T Q G and also T is finite since G is a min-2 
group. Thus 1 G : C,(T)1 is finite. But since z E T, C,(T) C C so C,(T) is 2-fine 
since C is. Then G is 2-fine since / G : C,(T)1 is finite, which is impossible. 
Thus there exists x E G such that Z” $ C. Let t be a 2-element of maximal order in 
(i, z”). Then (i, t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of (i, zZ) and xZc E (i, t) for some 
c E (i, P). Since C contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, (i, t) C C by (f). 
(g) t is not an involution. 
Proof. Let y be the involution of (t). If t = y, then (i, t) = (i, y) is abelian 
of order four and in this case i and zZc commute. Thus i E PC and C”C = C by 
(f). This implies that a+ = z and then y = iz? = iz = P, so it follows that 
iw and P commute which is impossible since C,(i”) C C. 
(h) Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup ofC such that (i, t) C T. Then (i, t) n To = 
(1) andy inverts To. 
Proof. First suppose that y E To. Either y = z or y is a conjugate of w. In 
the first case .z” commutes with z and in the second case i commutes with a 
conjugate of w, none of these is possible. Therefore y $ To. 
Now, suppose if possible that (i, t) n To contains an involution d, say. 
Clearly, d f y by the first paragraph and also d is not conjugate to i since i does 
not centralize any conjugate of w. So, d = zxc’ for some Y E (i, t). Then zZcr = .Z 
since 2 is not conjugate to any element of TO\(z), so in particular i centralizes 
tier. But since zZCr = it” for some odd number m 3 1 this implies that i and t 
commute which is impossible by (g). 
Finally, let Y = C,(y). If Y is infinite then Y” must be locally cyclic by (d) 
since y 4 TO. But, (i, t> normalizes YO and ](i, t)l > 8. Therefore I3 = <i, t> n 
C,(TO) has order at least four. This contradicts (e) since B n To = (1) by the 
first part of the proof. 
Now, let K = No((i)). Clearly, (i, t, Z) C K. Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
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of K such that (i, t, z) C U. By (f) U C C. Hence 27 is finite by (h) and .Z E Z(U). 
We claim that (z) is strongly closed in K. Suppose that sa E U for some a E K. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C such that U Z T. If xa inverts To, then zay 
centralizes To and so P E ( y)T” by (h) and (d). Thus za and y are conjugate in 
(y) To by (h) and P+ = y for some r E To. So, i centralizes sar and zar = z by 
(f). Hence, z? = x7-l = z E To, which is impossible since P inverts To by 
assumption. Therefore C~(P) is infinite. If P E To, then P = z. So, suppose 
that P $ TO. Then W = (C~(Z~))O is infinite locally cyclic and normalized by t. 
But since o(t) >, 4, then y must centralize W which is a contradiction to (h). 
Therefore sa = z as claimed. Thus (OK)(z) 4 K by the extended Glauberman 
Theorem (see 1.1.4 Theorem of [3].) Let L = OK. Since the four group (i, Z) 
normalizes L, L = C,(i) C,(k) C,.(x) by Theorem 53.16 of [2]. Also, iz = i” 
and C,(i) C C by (f). Therefore, OK = L C C. Furthermore, (OK) C,(z) = K 
by the Frattini Argument. Thus it follows that KC C. But this is impossible 
since P E K. 
Thus to complete the proof we must show that the centralizer of every involu- 
tion of C,(V) which commutes with i is 2-fine. Assume that there exists an 
involution t, of C,(V) such that Kl = Co(t,) is not 2-fine and i E Kl . Then, 
also Ki = K,/(t,) is not 2-fine. If t, $ V then Ki has smaller 2-size than Kl and 
so Ki is 2-fine by induction hypothesis which is a contradiction. Therefore 
tr E V. If every involution of Crl( 8) commuting with z has 2-fine centralizer then 
E1 is 2-fine by the first half of the proof, which is impossible. Therefore there 
exists an involution t, of V which commutes with z but Cxl(i,) is not 2-fine. Then 
clearly K, = Co(tr , ta) is not 2-fine and normalized by i. Next consider the 
subgroup K,(i) in place of Kl . Let (r, n) be the 2-size of G. Continuing the 
above process m = nrfl times we obtain a subgroup Km = Cc(t, ,..., tm) such 
that Km is normalized by i and 1 (ti ,..., t,,J 1 > 2” > nr+l but it is not 2-fine. 
Clearly, this is impossible by Lemma 5, so the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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